Abstract When the cell width of the incident detonation wave (IDW) is comparable to or larger than the Mach stem height, self-similarity will fail during IDW reflection from a wedge surface. In this paper, the detonation reflection from wedges is investigated for the wave dynamic processes occurring in the wave front, including transverse shock motion and detonation cell variations behind the Mach stem. A detailed reaction model is implemented to simulate two-dimensional cellular detonations in stoichiometric mixtures of H 2 /O 2 diluted by Argon. The numerical results show that the transverse waves, which cross the triple point trajectory of Mach reflection, travel along the Mach stem and reflect back from the wedge surface, control the size of the cells in the region swept by the Mach stem. It is the energy carried by these transverse waves that sustains the triple-wave-collision with a higher frequency within the over-driven Mach stem. In some cases, local wave dynamic processes and wave structures play a dominant role in determining the pattern of cellular record, leading to the fact that the cellular patterns after the Mach stem exhibit some peculiar modes.
Introduction
Recently an increasing number of investigations have been carried out on detonation reflections from wedges. Some questions still remain unanswered, such as the influence of the reflection on the detonation wave front structures, the wave dynamic phenomena occurring in the reflection processes, and the interaction between the inside-cell transverse waves and the main transverse wave of Mach reflection and their effect on the trajectory of triple point collision. It is well known that in a detonation front structure, the leading shock is wrinkled, consisting of alternate weak incident shocks and stronger Mach stems, and jointed at the triple points by transverse waves which travel back and forth perpendicular to the wave front and extend back into the reaction zones. The transverse waves interact with the reaction zones and shear layers behind the leading shock, and induce endothermic or exothermic combination depending on the local wave structures. When an incident detonation wave (IDW) diffracts over a wedge, such unsteady and nonequilibrium processes normally cause complicated wave phenomena of interest. Moreover, when the cell width of IDW is comparable to or larger than the Mach stem height, self-similarity will fail during IDW reflection over wedges.
Zhang et al.
[1] reported a large scale experiments on detonation reflections in acetylene-air mixtures. The transition from a regular to Mach reflection was found to take place in the Mach reflection regime predicted by the three-shock theory . Guo et al. [2] and Thomas et al. [3] experimentally visualized the detonation reflection from wedges and smaller detonation cells behind the Mach stem were demonstrated by a smoked foil record technology. For Mach-reflected detonations, it was found that the main trajectory triple points are always not in a straight line [2, 4, 5] . However, both the present numerical simulations and cellular patterns from experiments are not informative enough to interpret the curved trajectory due to the low resolution. Moreover, in most of pioneering researches [4, 6, 7] , the idealized single-step or two-step reaction models were applied to simplify the chemical reaction kinetics which involves actually multiple species and multiple characteristic reaction scales. Nevertheless, it is known that, for detonation simulations, quantitatively different chemical kinetics can produce quantitatively different results. Hu et al. [8] simulated various cases of detonation reflections over wedges with a detailed chemical reaction model and demonstrated difference in the trajectory of triple points between shock waves in inert gases and non-cellular detonations in combustible mixtures of hydrogen and oxygen.
In this paper, the cellular detonation reflection from wedges is investigated for the wave dynamic processes occurring in the wave front, including transverse shock motion and detonation cell variations behind the Mach stem. A detailed reaction model is implemented to simulate two-dimensional (2D) cellular detonations in stoichiometric mixtures of H 2 /O 2 /Ar.
Governing equations
With usual assumption that dissipative effects, such as viscous, heat-conductive and diffusive effects, are neglected, the governing equations of gaseous detonations are the 2D multi-component Euler equations with chemical reaction source terms. The equations can be written in conservation form with ns continuity equations for a perfect gaseous mixture in Cartesian coordinates:
where,
where, U U U denotes unknown variables, F F F and G G G the fluxes, S S S the chemical reaction source term.
is mass fraction of the species i. m = ρu, n = ρv, u and v are velocity components in x-and y-direction, respectively. The density of each species is denoted by ρ i . The total energy per volume E is defined as
Each species is usually assumed to be a thermally perfect gas, and the specific heat and enthalpy for each species can be calculated by thermal polynomial equations as given in Ref. [9] . Then, the mixture enthalpy h is the summation of all the partial enthalpies of each component as following:
According to Dalton's law, pressure p is the sum of the partial pressures of all species, and can be calculated by the equation of state for a perfect gas.
where, R i is the gas constant of species i, and T is the temperature of the gas mixture. For an elementary chemical reaction, the chemical production rateω i , derived from a reaction mechanism of nr chemical reactions, can be calculated bẏ
where, i and j denote the species number in the rth elementary reaction. The molecular weight of each species is denoted by W i . ν ir and ν ir are the stoichiometric coefficient of species i in the rth reaction appearing as the reactant and product, respectively. The molecular concentration of each species is denoted by χ j . k fr and k br denote the forward and the backward reaction rates. The forward reaction rate of each reaction is calculated by the Arrhenius law [Eq. (8) ] and the corresponding
